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I am proud to present the Sacramento 
Area Sewer District’s 2016 State of  the 
District Report, which summarizes our 
key achievements and activities over the 
past year. It was a year of  planning and 
visioning for SASD, as we finalized our 
Five-Year Strategic Plan and rolled out 
new organizational values to help chart 
our path forward. 

Our Strategic Plan will help us 
effectively meet the challenges and 
opportunities that lie ahead. It not only 
outlines SASD’s vision, mission, and 
values, it also sets specific organizational 
goals and objectives to bolster our 
ongoing success. Read more about our 
Strategic Plan on page 12.

Our effort to identify and define 
SASD’s four core organizational 
values—responsibility, resolve, 
proficiency, and environmental 
stewardship—will help us focus our 
efforts and fine-tune our decision-
making processes. While SASD has 
tried to embody these values, by 
formally defining them we expect 
even more success in providing high-

quality, cost-effective sewage collection 
services. Our values represent what we 
stand for and how we deliver on our 
service commitments to customers.

In terms of  other notable 
achievements, 2016 marked our 
sixth consecutive year without a rate 
increase. We also met six of  our seven 
key service levels. Our customers 
expect a high level of  service from us, 
so I am happy to report we have once 
again delivered on that expectation.

Looking forward, and with our Board 
of  Directors’ strong leadership, 
SASD’s management and staff  are 
committed to making 2017 yet another 
successful year. 
 
 
 

Prabhakar Somavarapu 
District Engineer

District Engineer’s Message 

We value our customers’ 
feedback. As part of our 
ongoing commitment to 
monitor customer satisfaction, 
we send an anonymous 
survey to customers who 
recently received a service 
from us. Throughout this State 
of the District Report, you 
will see a sampling of survey 
quotes from our customers’ 
responses in 2016, indicated 
with this icon. 
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Our Pipes. Our Responsibility. 

We’re Working for You
At the Sacramento Area Sewer District, 
we are proud that our customers don’t 
often have to think about their sewer 
service. That’s because our staff  is 
available around the clock, every day 
of  the year, to make sure the sewer 
system continues flowing smoothly. 
If  there is a sewer problem, it’s our 
job to resolve the problem as soon as 
possible. Ensuring exceptional sewer 
service is not just another goal for 
us—it’s a top priority.

Keeping our sewer system in good 
shape is a big job. With more than 
one million customers and 4,400 
miles of  sewer pipes, we’re the 
largest sewage collection utility in the 
Sacramento region and the third largest 
in California. We serve homes and 
businesses throughout the Sacramento 
region, including all of  unincorporated 
Sacramento County; the cities of  
Citrus Heights, Elk Grove, and Rancho 
Cordova; and portions of  the cities of  
Folsom and Sacramento.

We are governed by a 10-member 
Board of  Directors, which includes 
the five members of  the Sacramento 
County Board of  Supervisors and one 
council member from each of  the five 
cities we serve. As a special district, 
we contract with the County of  
Sacramento to provide our workforce.

Our Sewer Collection System
The foundation of  SASD’s sewer 
system is a vast, complex grid of  
thousands of  miles of  underground 
pipes. Sewage from customers’ homes 

and businesses enters our sewage 
collection system through lower 
laterals—small pipes connecting the 
property owner’s building plumbing 
to our sewer main line. From the main 
line, sewage then flows into larger 
pipes called trunk lines. Our trunk lines 
connect to the Sacramento Regional 
County Sanitation District’s (Regional 
San’s) interceptor system, which 
conveys sewage to the wastewater 
treatment plant near Elk Grove. There, 
Regional San cleans and treats the 
wastewater and safely discharges it to 
the Sacramento River.

Gravity does much of  the work to 
keep sewage moving through SASD’s 
sewer system. However, there are some 
low-lying areas that require a little help. 
SASD owns and operates 106 pump 
stations and approximately 80 miles 
of  pressurized force main pipes. Our 
pump stations pump sewage from 
low-lying areas through force mains to 
a higher point, where it can again travel 
by gravity.

We are new, first-time 
homeowners, which made 
this project very scary for 
us; however, I have NEVER 
had such amazing customer 
service. They took the time 
to explain how the system 
worked and assured us we 
would be taken care of as we 
deserved. Thank you! 

Manholes
65,000

Customer Service Calls 
Responded To

6,576

Overall Customer 
Satisfaction

92%

Completed  
Work Orders

153,317

Miles of Pipe Owned 
and Operated

4,400

1.2M 
Customers 
Served
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Our Service Commitment 

Every year, we meticulously measure 
our performance in meeting 
customers’ needs and expectations. 
We continually monitor a number of  
key performance metrics to gauge 
how well we’re providing efficient 
and dependable service. Since 2008, 
we’ve shown customers our results 
in meeting ambitious performance 
targets for seven key service levels. By 
formally measuring and reporting our 
achievements in meeting these targets, 
we provide customers an objective, 
transparent analysis of  what their 
monthly rates are paying for.

Our 2016 results for each service level 
are detailed on the next page. We met 
six of  seven service level targets this 
year, falling short only on the Backups 

into Structures Rate. We are proud 
to report that 2016 marked the sixth 
consecutive year SASD met five or 
more service levels. It also marked the 
fifth consecutive year we met the target 
for Main Line Overflow Rate, which 
tracks sewer overflows originating 
within the sewer main lines—the 
backbone of  our system. As time 
goes on, meeting this key service level 
becomes more challenging because 
each year we set the bar a little higher, 
tightening the target by 2% annually 
through 2018.

While 2016’s results are great news 
for SASD and its customers, there is 
still an opportunity for improvement. 
SASD’s staff  is working to improve 
performance through proactive 

overflow reduction programs and 
implementation of  enhanced efforts 
that focus on cleaning and inspection 
(see Keeping Our Sewers Flowing on 
page 9 for more details on operations 
and maintenance programs). In 
particular, crews have increased 
inspections of  lower laterals, checking 
nearly a third of  all lower laterals in our 
system (about 100,000) in 2016 alone.

You’re definitely doing 
something right customer 
service-wise. I have not 
received this level of service 
from any company—paid or 
not—in a long time. This is 
one happy customer! 



Service Call Response Time
Measures percentage of on-time arrivals to a customer service request call.

Target Goal: SASD staff will arrive onsite within 2 hours of a customer service request  
call for 95% of all service calls occurring within any calendar month.

Service Restoration Time
Measures percentage of customers whose sewer service is restored within the  
on-time window and with no sewer use limitation.

Target Goal: SASD staff will restore service within four hours of receipt of the customer  
call for 90% of all service interruptions occurring within any calendar month. The on-time window  
is extended to six hours when excavation of the lower lateral is needed.

Development Submittal Review Time
Measures customer service provided to the development community, as related to the  
percent of sewer development applications, improvement plans, and sewer study  
submittals that are reviewed and returned to the developer within established time standards.

Target Goal: SASD staff will return comments within the review time standards for 90%  
of all complete developer submittals within any calendar month. 

Customer Satisfaction
Indicates percent of positive responses from customers via an anonymous satisfaction survey.  
After service is performed, SASD mails a postage-paid survey asking the customer to rate the  
overall quality of service provided.

Target Goal: 90% of customers responding to the survey will rate the service they  
received as good or excellent.

Main Line Overflow Rate
Measures number of sewer overflows (per 100 miles of sewer main lines) originating within  
SASD’s main line pipes in any calendar month. Involves number of sewage discharges from  
SASD’s main line system, regardless of volume or whether sewage enters a waterway.  
Target decreases by 2% each year until 2018.

Target Goal: A target of 0.47 sewer overflows per 100 miles of sewer main lines.

Lower Lateral Overflow Rate
Measures number of sewer overflows (per 100 miles of lower laterals) originating within SASD’s  
lower lateral system in any calendar month, regardless of volume or whether sewage enters a  
waterway. Target decreases by 2% each year until 2018.

Target Goal: A target of 7.6 sewer overflows per 100 miles of sewer lower lateral lines.

Backups Into Structures Rate
Measures number of times (per 10,000 connections) a stoppage in SASD’s sewer system  
causes sewage to back up into a structure in any calendar month. 

Target Goal: A target of 0.64 events per 10,000 connections to SASD system.

2016 RESULTS
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Target: 95% 

2016 Average: 99%

Target Met

Target: 90% 

2016 Average: 93%

Target Met

Target: 90% 

2016 Average: 92%

Target Met

Target: 0.47 

2016 Average: 0.32

Target Met

Target: 7.6 

2016 Average: 6.1

Target Met

Target: 0.64 

2016 Average: 0.80

Target Missed

Target: 90% 

2016 Average: 99%

Target Met
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Connecting With Our CUSTOMERS

While we’re happy that customers 
don’t have to think much about 
us—because that means we’re doing 
our job—we do want them to know 
who we are, what we do, when to 
contact us, and what they can do to 
help keep the sewer system operating 
smoothly. That’s why connecting 
with our customers throughout the 
communities we serve is a key part of  
our daily work. Each year, we actively 
engage with our customers at various 
community events across the region to 
raise awareness and encourage  
sewer-friendly behaviors.

In 2016, SASD employees staffed 
our interactive outreach booth at 
nine community events attended by 
approximately 70,000 people. These 
events provide perfect learning 
opportunities for young and old alike, 
with fun activities for kids and helpful 
tips for parents about how they can 
help prevent clogs and other  
sewer-related problems.

All the people involved in 
solving the problem were very 
helpful and informative. They 
made having a clogged sewer 
almost fun. 
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Stop the Clog! 

FATS, OILS, AND GREASE  
REDUCTION PROGRAM

It was another active year of  
community and stakeholder 
engagement for the Stop the Clog 
program. This program engages 
residential customers, property 
managers, and the food service 
industry via a multifaceted education 
and outreach campaign that promotes 
proper disposal of  fats, oils, and  
grease (FOG).

In 2016, we utilized an effective mix 
of  community event participation, 
stakeholder outreach and partnerships, 
social media, media relations, and 
targeted holiday messaging. During 
several community events around the 
region (see panel), SASD employees 
educated residents and property 
managers on practices they can adopt 
to help Stop the Clog.

We also designed and produced 
a new packet of  restaurant and 
food service outreach materials. 
These informational packets will 

be distributed to food service 
establishment owners and managers to 
help educate front-line food industry 
employees on best management 
practices for proper FOG disposal.

Spring Ad Campaign
In spring 2016, SASD launched a 
successful advertising campaign 
to increase customer awareness 
and visibility among customers. 
The campaign goal was to educate 
customers that they should call SASD 
first when they have a sewer problem. 
The campaign—which included 
radio, billboard, bus tail, and digital 
advertisements—ran in May and June, 
featuring the key message, “Sewer 
Problems? We’ve got you covered.  
Call us 24/7.” 

We were very satisfied 
with the attention to 
detail, communications, 
coordination among 
services, timeliness, and 
courtesy of all staff involved 
with this problem. It was 
handled professionally and in 
accordance with our needs. 

 CREEK WEEK
 Carmichael Park

 KIDS DAY
 Hagan Park

 I-FEST
 Village Green Park

 YARMARKA FESTIVAL
 Southside Park

 FIESTAS PATRIAS
 State Capitol

 RENTAL HOUSING  
  EXPO 2016
 Cal Expo

 SUNDAY FUNDAY
 Rusch Park

 ELK GROVE Giant 
  PUMPKIN FESTIVAL
 Elk Grove Regional Park

 TOUCH A TRUCK
 Raley Field

April 
30

MAY 
14

MAY 
21

SEPT 
15

SEPT 
15

SEPT 
25

OCT 
 1-2

OCT 
6

April 
9
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Financial Overview

SASD has a long history of  financial 
stability and sufficient funding levels, 
which are critical to our success. We 
use long-term financial planning and 
carefully project costs for projects and 
programs to help us remain financially 
healthy. In addition, our financial 
projections are reviewed annually to 
ensure they meet SASD’s operating and 
capital needs. We remain committed 
to minimizing life-cycle costs and 
being good financial stewards of  our 
ratepayers’ money.

SASD’s 2016 –17 net operating budget 
is $128.4 million. The capital program 
budget is $25.7 million, which includes 
$10 million in annual debt service on 
SASD’s bonds. These bonds were 
issued to fund capital projects that are 
now fully operational. Over the next 
decade, we project about $167 million 
in capital program costs. 

Financial Highlights
After seven consecutive years with no 
monthly rate increases, SASD projects 
several more years of  flat rates. For 
the next ten years, SASD will be able 
to pay for capital projects without 
borrowing money.

Financial Planning
Each year, SASD updates its Long-
Term Financial Plan. This important 
document incorporates a ten-year 
financial forecast, analysis of  economic 
trends affecting SASD, the ten-year 
Capital Funding Projection, and 
debt management status. The plan 
details long-term action items for 
debt management, asset management, 
reserve building, and other financial 
issues. Highlights of  the 2016 Long-
Term Financial Plan include no rate 
increase anticipated until 2021–22 
and the ability to pay-go finance 
capital projects over the next ten years 
without issuing new debt. 

This is some serious customer 
service happening here. I want 
to give these guys a hug and 
a raise! 

Debt Management
SASD has long-term revenue bond debt 
of $168 million, with $122 million in Series 
2010 revenue bonds and $46 million in  
Series 2015 revenue bonds.

CREDIT RATING

RATING AGENCY  RATING OUTLOOK
Moody’s  Aa2 Stable
Standard & Poors  AA+ Stable
Fitch  AA Stable

SASD maintains excellent, high-grade credit 
ratings with the major rating agencies as follows:



2016 Revenue Sources Where Does Your Monthly Rate Go?

Sewer Impact Fees Monthly Rates

  Relief          Expansion

4/12

7/13

12/13

7/14

13/14

7/15

14/15

7/16

15/16

16/17

$0 $500  $1000  $1,500  $2,000  $2,500  $3,000 $0 $5  $10  $15  $20  $25 $30

 Monthly Service Charges
 $97,120,333

 Other Revenue
 $4,261,553

 Sewer Impact Fees
 $1,885,106

 Interest Revenue
 $133,184

$19.85/Month$103,400,176

 System Operation &  
 Maintenance
 $10.65

 System Upgrades
 $3.78

 Support Services
 $2.53

 Debt Service
 $2.06

 Planning
 $0.83
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Keeping Our Sewers Flowing 

Programs
Managing our sewer infrastructure is 
a nonstop job that requires vigilance, 
careful planning, and innovation. 
By closely monitoring the condition 
and performance of  our sewer pipes, 
we are able to schedule and plan 
appropriate maintenance measures 
to address system needs. Taking a 
proactive approach to operations and 
maintenance is a proven strategy for 
keeping the system in good operating 
order. Scheduled maintenance 
programs for main lines, lower laterals, 
manholes, and pump stations are 
essential. But other strategies—such 
as root foaming, crown spraying, 
structural assessment, visual flow 
inspections, lower lateral inspections, 
and overflow reduction efforts—are 
also critical to effective operations and 
maintenance. 

Our crews regularly perform many 
routine activities. These activities 
include jetting and rodding to clean 
main lines and lower laterals, video 
inspecting main lines and lower laterals, 
repairing or replacing lower laterals, 
and working on pump stations and 
force mains to restore service or 

prevent interruptions in service. In 
2016, Maintenance & Operations crews 
visited and assessed about 100,000 
lower laterals, which represents roughly 
one-third of  our entire system. Lower 
laterals are important because they 
connect individual properties to our 
sewer main lines. 

As with any major sewer collection 
system, unscheduled and emergency 
work is also necessary when 
unforeseen problems develop. In these 
situations, SASD prides itself  on being 
ready to respond. We utilize a variety 
of  corrective strategies that bring a 
quick and effective response to critical 
system issues.

Major Projects
In addition to ongoing operations 
and maintenance programs, SASD 
plans and implements special projects 
to address deficiencies or potential 
problems in specific parts of  the 
system. Key projects in 2016 were 
aimed at addressing sewer capacity 
issues in Citrus Heights, improving our 
sewer infrastructure to protect creeks, 
and assessing and upgrading aging 
pump station facilities.

ROLLINGWOOD SEWER RELIEF PROJECT

The Rollingwood Sewer Relief  Project 
was implemented to relieve strain on 
existing sewer infrastructure in the 
city of  Citrus Heights. Completed 
in 2016, the project included new, 
upsized sewer pipes on both the north 
and south sides of  the I-80 corridor. 
Those sections were connected by a 
pipe installed via tunneling under the 
I-80 freeway, which was no small task. 

The repair crew did an amazing 
job. They kept us informed as 
to what was happening and did 
what they promised. They left 
our yard looking like nothing 
had happened. 

Construction of the Rollingwood Sewer Relief 
Project was completed in spring 2016. 

Work began in late-summer 2015 and 
was finished in spring 2016. Extensive 
community outreach was conducted 
during construction to keep neighbors 
and stakeholders informed. Due to its 
overwhelming success, this project was 
awarded the American Public Works 
Association’s Project of  the Year 
Award for 2016.

   Project Cost: $3.5 million
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CREEK PROTECTION PROJECT (PHASE 2)

In 2016, SASD finished its second and 
final phase of  the Creek Protection 
Project to improve sewer pipes that 
cross local waterways. The project 
goal was to reduce the risk of  
sewer overflows in these sensitive 
environments.

The project began in 2008 with the 
identification, investigation, and 
classification of  more than 700 
sites where sewer pipes cross (or 
are adjacent to) creeks, sloughs, or 
channels. Phase 1 work was completed 
in 2013 with repairs and modifications 
at five priority sites.

Phase 2 work, completed in early-
fall 2016, included five more priority 
sites—two in the city of  Citrus 
Heights and three in unincorporated 
Sacramento County. Construction 
began on these sites in summer 2015, 
with a proactive public outreach effort 
helping minimize inconveniences to 
the affected communities. Looking 
forward, SASD will continue to 
monitor and evaluate other creek 
crossings, as necessary.

   Project Cost: $5.6 million  
(Phases 1 & 2)

PUMP STATION CONDITION  
ASSESSMENT

SASD owns, operates, and maintains 
106 pump stations throughout our 
service area. These pump stations are a 
vital part of  the vast, complex network 
of  our sewer system, and some are 
nearing the end of  their expected 
lifespans. 

As a result, SASD implemented a 
Pump Station Condition Assessment 
Project. The project evaluates all pump 
stations in the collection system based 
on cost of  maintenance, operational 
history, and safety, and then identifies 
the highest priority pump stations for 
further evaluation and possible repair 
or replacement.

In 2016, SASD completed the 
assessment and evaluation of  
alternatives for six pump stations, 
which makes a total of  11 pump 
stations that have been evaluated 
to date. One is currently being 
refurbished, and two—which are likely 
to be refurbished or abandoned—are 
in the design phase.

   Estimated Annual Cost: $2.0 million

I was simply amazed at the 
professionalism, courtesy, and 
skills of the whole SASD team. It 
was beyond outstanding. 

138,358
Number of Non-Emergency  
Work Orders

1,504
Miles of Pipe Cleaned

 354
Miles of Pipe 
Video Inspected

14,959
Number of Emergency 
Work Orders
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Accomplishments AND Awards 

SASD provides staff  the opportunity 
to learn and grow in order to help 
achieve SASD’s vision. This is 
demonstrated through professional 
training opportunities, participation 
in industry-related conferences, and 
publications in conference proceedings 
or trade journals. As a result, staff ’s 
efforts are often recognized through 
industry and professional awards.

Notable awards and recognitions for 
2016 include the following:

 2016 Project of  the Year from 
American Public Works Association 
(APWA) for the SASD Rollingwood 
Boulevard Sewer Relief  Project

 APEX Grand Award from the 
Awards for Publication Excellence 
for the 2015 State of  the District 
Report

Annual Employee  
Awards Program
SASD’s ninth annual Employee 
Awards Program acknowledged 
the distinguished efforts of  several 
outstanding employees. Each year, 
employees are nominated by their 
fellow staff  for Leader of  the Year, 
Office Employee of  the Year, and 
Field Employee of  the Year. 

In addition, SASD’s Director of  
Operations bestows a “Director’s 
Award” on a particular employee 
or team for an outstanding effort 
on a single project or program. The 
judging criteria for the awards consider 
qualities such as productivity, ethical 
conduct, teamwork, creativity, and a 
focus on SASD’s vision.

Leader of the Year
Sonny Lunde 
Senior Civil Engineer 

Office Employee  
of the Year
Dillon Miele
Associate Civil Engineer 

Director’s Award
North Hydro Staff
Including: Dave Leamer, 
Mark Willingham, Vito Aiello, 
Tony Roa, Paul Marsant,  
Dave Nutter, DeAndre  
Taylor, Steve Gillgrass,  
Robert Guerrero, Ruben 
Amaya, and Tim Barnett

The 2016 Employee Awards recognized the following dedicated  
employees for their exceptional performance:

Pictured left to right: Benjamin Clemmons, Dillon Miele, Rosemary Clark, and Sonny Lunde.

Top row, pictured left to right: Steve Gillgrass, Robert Guerrero, Vito Aiello, and Mark Willingham.  
Bottom row, pictured left to right: Tim Barnett, Dave Nutter, Dave Leamer, Rosemary Clark,  
and DeAndre Taylor. Not pictured: Paul Marsant, Ruben Amaya, and Tony Roa.

Field Employee  
of the Year
Benjamin  
Clemmons
Sanitation District  
M&O Assistant



In 2016, SASD underwent major 
planning to help chart a path forward 
for ongoing organizational success. 
This included an organizational  
values effort and development of   
a Strategic Plan. 

Organizational Values 
In a collaborative effort, SASD 
management and staff  worked to 
identify and promote four core 
organizational values—responsibility, 
resolve, proficiency, and environmental 
stewardship—to help us focus our 
efforts and make better and more 
consistent decisions. During this 
effort, we also updated our vision and 
mission statements to better reflect our 
organization. 

To ensure employees clearly 
understand the purpose and benefits 
of  our organizational values, an 
extensive information-sharing effort 
about the values development process 
and its goals is ongoing. Current 
efforts are focused on promoting 

Strategic Planning for the Future 

effective methods for employees to 
consistently integrate the values in their 
daily work, thereby supporting SASD’s 
overall mission and vision. 

Five-Year Strategic Plan
In 2016, SASD also developed a 
five-year Strategic Plan for 2017–
2022, presenting it to the Board of  
Directors in September. This critical 
document will serve as SASD’s guide 
as we navigate the challenges and 
opportunities that are ahead of  us. 

The Strategic Plan outlines SASD’s 
vision, mission, and values, along with 
specific goals and objectives that will 
help us continue to build on SASD’s 
success. Our five strategic goals include 
enhancing business practices, managing 
assets responsibly, ensuring financial 
responsibility and sustainability, being 
a workplace of  choice, and enhancing 
communication and collaboration. 
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We were very satisfied 
with the attention to detail, 
communications, coordination 
among services, timeliness, and 
courtesy of all staff involved 
with this problem. It was 
handled professionally and in 
accordance with our needs.



IT’S A DIRTY JOB   HAPPY TO DO ITBUT  
WE’RE

www.sacsewer.com
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